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Headteacher’s Update
Dear Parents and Carers,
As we approach the end of the first half term of the school year, I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to you,
the staff and of course, the children. The support and co-operation of everyone in the school community has helped the school
to run as normally as current restrictions and procedures allow. It is important that we continue in the same way after half
term; we want to do everything we can to keep the school open.
September 2021 New Starters
On the website is a Virtual Tour video of the school and a list of Frequently Asked Questions regarding your starting school. I
am so sorry that we can not currently organise tours of the school.
https://www.westleaprimary.co.uk/new-intake-2021
Warm clothing
As we move into colder weather, please can you make sure that your child comes into school with warm clothing, or several layers of clothing – as we still have to ensure we have good air circulation and ventilation in classrooms due to Covid. We have to
have windows open at all times following government guidance.
EYFS
From Monday 2nd November, the EYFS children will be collected from the gate at the amended start time of 8.45am and home
time will be at 3.10pm. This means that all siblings will also revert back to their previous times.
A separate letter has been sent out to all of the EYFS parents.
Secondary Transfer 2020
The application deadline for secondary applications in by the 31st October.
On Thursday the 22

nd

Thursday 22nd October – Non-Uniform Day
October there will be a non-uniform day for the children and staff. With a donation of £1 please for
School fundraising—No Halloween costumes please.

Dates for the Diary

Thursday 22nd October - Non-uniform day
Friday 23rd October - Teacher Training Day
(No Children at School)
Monday 26th October -Friday 30th October HALF TERM

Communication

If you / your Child / family member has a Covid Test,
please can you inform the School office that you will
not be at School and please also remember to update
the office after the test with the results outcome.
Thank you.

Ash Class Idris for always doing the right thing.

Maple Class Ruby B for an great attitude to all her work.

Elm Class Ava-Mai for super drawing

Rowan Class Jackson for a really positive attitude to his English and maths work this week.

Cherry
Class

Freya for her super splendid behaviour
and positive attitude.

Pine Class

Cinar for working really hard in all subjects this
week.

Willow
Class

Ferne - For sharing her lovely sense of
humour and always rising to challenges!

Oak Class

Delpreet for working hard and always smiling!

Sycamore Hollie for her outstanding behaviour,
Class
effort in all her work and her improve-

Hazel Class

Oliver for just been brilliant this week.

Seraphina. She has continued to impress in all

Beech Class lessons and continues to be a perfect role model for all children for behaviour and effort.

Fun with 4!


Threading 4 beads



Making 4 with Numicon



Driving 4 wheeled vehicles through paint to create patterns

How many Legs??

This week we have been having lots of fun
reading the Mr Men and Little Miss book
collection. We have been trying really
hard to kick start our super writing by
thinking about how to make our sentences super!
We have been thinking about being good
friends and how it is important to treat
others how we would like to be treated.

This week Sycamore Class have been
looking at the book 'Toys in Space' by
Mini Grey! We have planned a newspaper article that we shall be writing next
week. In Maths we have continued to
look at adding and taking away using
number facts and number lines. For
Science we looked at recycling and in
RE we looked at how to care for animals and why this is important.

In Maths we have started thinking
about adding 2 numbers together. Again we have impressed Mrs
Blewett and Mrs Wardrop with our
great attitudes to learning!

In English we have been identifying the
features of newspaper reports. We have
also been reading ‘Toys in Space’ by Mini
Grey and planning our own reports! In
maths we have been learning how to find
10 more and 10 less using a 100 square.
We made spelling fun by being emoji decoders!

This week in Maple class we have been busy
looking at different poems all about children in
a class. We think we know who the day dreamer is in our class. We also talked about whether
day dreaming was good for us or not. See the
picture below for our ideas about this. We also
enjoyed performing this poem.
We have also done some sketching of an elephant (the closest we could get to a woolly
mammoth) - we used a video to give us step by
step instructions on what to do. See some of
our pictures below.

This week we have been using mod rock to create
our wonderful human beings. This got very messy
but was extremely fun. We are looking forward to
painting them now. In English we have been looking at poems and we have been performing different poems to the rest of the class. This made us
feel a little nervous but we all helped each other
when we got a little stuck which was amazing.

During our meta-cognition sessions this
week, Oak Class have been learning to juggle. Some of us found it easier than others
and some of us even coached Miss Watson!

This week in Rowan class we have been
learning about Stone Age Hunters, Gatherers
and Woolly Mammoths. We've looked at the
cartoon style book and created story maps,
found the meanings of words in the dictionary, and turned speech bubbles into direct
speech. We've been adding and subtracting
ones from 3-digit numbers in maths using
lots of equipment to help us see exchanging
clearly.

This week we have created our own inventions and written explanation texts in order
to introduce them to the public.

And Finally…
In Beech class this week we have been investigating flashbacks and planning a backstory
for a key character in English, developing our
mastery skills of division in Maths and debating whether or not it is fair for children to
be allowed to work on Cocoa plants in Ghana
instead of going to secondary school.

Well done to Fiona who took part in a
fundraising walk for a new BMX park,
she heard about this fundraiser
through a previous
Newsletter !

Attached is a press release from
Robert Buckland and Justin
Tomlinson calling on people in
Swindon to decorate their
homes, schools and businesses with poppies to
mark Remembrance Sunday. This follows the
disappointing news that the Royal British Legion has cancelled local events this year, including the one in Swindon, due to COVID 19.

